Host Tim says:
The U.S.S. Io was sent in pursuit of the escaping Nacandarian shuttle while the Dublin beamed down an away team to the rocky barren planet to investigate the Nacandarian facility.

Host Tim says:
The Away Team entered the abandon facility and found banks and banks of computers, barracks, and a medical room... what appeared to be a research medical room.

Host Tim says:
Initial data from the computers indicated some type of genetic engineering was being done... with V'Rax and Nacandarians as the test subjects.

Host Tim says:
Yet to be investigated is the "cold" room barely hidden off the medical room.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission: Debt of Honor, phase two>>>

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@:: continues to record the contents of the facility and gathers the medical equipment that the XO wants the Dublin to examine.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
::on the bridge at engineering monitoring the repairs on the Dublin and listening to repair progress reports from the Chieftain::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::sets the computer to upload to the Dublin and turns to investigate the rest of the equipment and area::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ::keeps the Dublin in orbit above the planet::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::on the Dublin, in his Ready Room, going over some reports::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::puts a beaker down and walks over to another strange piece of medical equipment to examine it::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::has just stumbled on what appears to be an elaborate communications array in the building:: Self: Hello....what have we here, eh?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::sees another door and quietly heads over to it checking out the entrance and opener for traps::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  Mr. Kell, any word from the Away Team?  ::rubs his neck::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::turns around and addresses the whole away team::  All:  I need a report from everyone, please.  Do we need to stay in this room longer?  Or can we move to the next...or part of us check further?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::walks back into the medical room:: XO: Commander, I've finishing the recordings and have gathered that medical equipment you designated.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::gives the comm array a good look-see, convinced of what it is:: *XO*: Looks like I found the means by which our vacant alien friends communicated with the outside, ma'am.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ OPS:  Ensign Clooney, make sure to take tactical with you and have them check entrances and exits, please.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
*CO*: Forgive me Captain I have not been monitoring the away team, I have been monitoring the repairs on the ships.  The Dublin’s repairs are complete; the EPS conduit is being powered up.  The Chieftain still requires minor repairs and systems check.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*Duty OPS*:  Contact the Io and get me that report, Mr. Moondoggie.  They should have intercepted the shuttle by now.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::glances over his shoulder out of habit, then looks back to the array::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stands and heads to the door::  *CEO*:  Very well, I'm heading to the bridge.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
*CO*: Understood Captain, Kell out.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ *TO*: Good.  I'll have Mia check that out.  Anything else of interest in there?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::enters bridge::  CEO:  Powering up the conduit...  are we fully functional?  ::stops behind the OPS's chair::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::gestures to a Tac guy to follow her:: XO: I have a sec guy here. ::finds the door locked and investigates the opening panel and starts to bypass it to open the door::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::thinks its best not to play with all the comm buttons and so glances about some more, his rifle still at the ready::

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: The flow in the conduit will be at maximum shortly Captain. It is the last repair.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@FCO:  Commander, good.  Take a tactical with you and see what Mia is up to.  Tactical is to go in first and then check with me before entering other rooms.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<OPS Moondoggie>  ::notices the Captain has returned to the bridge::  CO:  Sir, I'm contacting the Io as we speak.  ::pushes a few buttons and contacts the Nebula class vessel::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@XO: Of course Commander. ::signals to the other security man and heads off to find Mia::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::unlocks the door to the cold room and points to it:: Sec Guy: I guess you are supposed to go in first.  ::waits as the sec guy opens the door::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@*XO*: So far as I can see, ma'am, nothing beyond the fact that comm system here is set up to monitor by race called Airilian...I think.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::calls as they walk:: *OPS*: Mia, where are you?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Good job, Mr. Kell.  Now do your best to keep her this way.  ::smiles::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ *OPS*:  Mia, I'd like you to check out the communications are Ensign Rieper has found.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: COMM FROM USS IO STATES THAT THE NACANDARIAN SHUTTE TRIED TO HIDE IN A SMALL ASTEROID FIELD AND WAS DESTROYED.  IO IS RETURNING TO THE WING.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::doesn't hear the FCO:: *XO*: Aye ma'am....be there in a sec.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Thank you Captain.  Sir the Dublin is up to full power, you may exterminate the enemy at your convenience. :: smiles a typical Cardassian grin ::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
::moves out of the medical room and tries to locate the TO::  *TO*: Where are you?  I'm just leaving the examining room.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::comes to a darkened area and sees Mia:: OPS: Mia! I was worried when you didn't answer.

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: AS THE COLD ROOM DOOR OPENS THE REMAINS OF BODIES LAY ON SHELVES.. OR WHAT APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN BODIES

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<OPS Moondoggie>  ::slightly touches the ear plug::  CO:  Sir, the Io reports the Nacandarian shuttle tried to hid in a small asteroid field and was destroyed.  ::turns and looks at the CO's face::  CO:  The Io is now returning to our position, sir.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@*XO*: Not far. I can faintly hear an echo of your voice outside of my combadge. I'm heading to your position now.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::steps into the room and shivers:: FCO: Sorry...I didn't hear you. ::looks at a body closest to her and wrinkles her nose:: Pagh....this is just nasty. ::moves into the room scanning everything::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: THE BODIES ARE NOT COMPLETE... BEEN ALTERED.  SOME LACK SKIN, SOME MISSING LIMBS... SOME HAVE MULTIPLE EYES

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::slowly paces around the lower deck, hands behind his back::  Moondoggie:  Thank you.  Keep monitoring the Away Team's position.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::sends the security guy inside:: OPS: We have to wait here until they check things out.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::enters a darkened room after she hears voices and sees both Cassie and Mia and the door being opened and walks over to it, motioning security to precede her and looks in:: OPS:  Mia, can you go to the communications area now?  We need to scan this room medically before we move around in here.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::tired of waiting, decides to ask for a report::  *XO*:  This is Captain MacLeod to Away Team... report.  ::looks at the Helm's console and quickly rolls his eyes over the sector's chart::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::points to her sec guy that swept the room before her:: FCO: Already had one.  :: walks forward and leans down looking at one of the bodies that had no skin:: Ugh...you can see all his innards....poor guy. ::checks out another one and scans it::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::looks inside and makes a face:: OPS: We need to tell Tessa about this.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::glances left to right with his weapon as he moves from one corridor to another, moving to the XO's last known coordinates on his tricorder::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ FCO:  It seems I've found it.  ::takes an apprising look at the bodies::  Their mistakes...they must have gotten better from the looks of their records.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@OPS: Mia, please don't touch anything. They might be contaminated.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
:: prepares to augment the shields with impulse power if needed.  Listens to damage control teams reporting in and returning to engineering ::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@XO: Oh Commander, quite a sight aren't they?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  I really dislike this waiting...  ::glances at the CEO::  CEO:  I'm sure you understand what I mean.  ::smiles a bit::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::stops halfway towards the XO, hearing her and the FCO's voices nearby, thinking he's being watched by something, and crouches low, glancing all about::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ FCO:  Interesting yes.  They obviously have different ethical codes than we do. OPS: Mia, I believe I gave you an order?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::gives the FCO a exasperated look:: FCO: I'm not touching anything....just scanning. ::hears the XO:: XO: I'm sorry...I didn't hear you...this is sort of insulated in here.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Yes Captain I most certainly do.  I would much prefer to be on the move than waiting for something to occur.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::shakes his head some, thinking its time to drop the daily Vulcan mocca intake and get over this paranoia, then goes forth to the XO::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::looks at another body and scans it:: Outloud: Ewwww....this guys got like twelve eyes...but no mouth.  Wonder how he ate?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<SO> CO:  Sir, I have the Io on scanners... 4 light years away and returning to our position at maximum warp.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*:  Sorry, sir.  We got a little sidetracked by an...interesting...find.  Various bodies that weren't quite up to living standards from the genetic experiments.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::grins at Mia:: OPS: Mia, I think the Commander wants you to head for the communications room. ::nudges her::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<SO> CO:  ETA, 14 hours.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Thank you.  ::listens to the report::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::as he gets close to Jakiel, he lightens his footfalls and sneaks up on them, testing his stealth training::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> ::checking the data uploading and the computer's analysis:: CO: Hey...Captain...this just came from the data Ensign Clooney is uploading.  It looks like this facility wasn't even built by the Nacandarians.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie>CO: It was built by some people called...umm...the Kindleeners...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> ::blinks:: CO: Um..sir?  Who the heck are the Kindleeners?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*: The records I've seen definitely prove the Queen of the Nacandarians was genetically created.  I don't know if the entire species was, but judging from these deformed bodies... ::takes another quick look::  Anyway, with a queen, the hive mentality of this species was probably part of their programming.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Captain I was curious, is this facility to be destroyed once the away team returns?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Moondoggie:  Kindleeners?  I have never heard of them.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::looks up at Cassie's nudge:: FCO: Huh?  Oh she did?  Well why didn't she ask? ::grins and heads out to the communications room leaving her sec guy with the XO and FCO::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::thinks he has the drop on Jakiel, but steps on something wet, like a small puddle of...something, and he is given away:: Self: Ah shoot. Screwed up again...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Based on that, perhaps the entire species was genetically created...  but, with what purpose?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::turns slightly after sensing the TO to glance at him, while she waits for the Captain's response, says in a low but firm voice:: OPS:  Mia, front and center...please.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::stops and turns and heads back to the XO:: XO: Ma'am?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Sounds like Borg to me...  ::looks up at the CEO::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::straightens his posture regarding the XO and OPS with a friendly nod::


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::begins recording the contents of the room::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*CO*:  Yes sir, my thoughts, too.  Very similar setup.  Did the Io catch up with that shuttle?  I would very much like to examine a Nacandarian up close.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::his eyes are shifty, glancing back and forth at Mia and Jakiel, wondering if the former got in trouble with the latter::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Maybe we should.  Shut down all and any bizarre experience they have been doing here...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> CO: I'm running them through the database but don't get your hopes up, sir.  I doubt if we have any information.  Hopefully there's more in all this junk we're uploading.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@  ::looks from Mia to the TO::  OPS:  Ensign, I had to call you how many times?  When dealing with dead bodies, the contamination risk is very real.  Now please go with Ensign Rieper here and check the communications console he found.  He can fill you in.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
:: takes a step forward :: CO : Oh I agree whole-heartedly captain, this type of installation cannot be left for anyone to take over

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  The shuttle has been destroyed within an asteroid field.  The Io is coming back to join the wing.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Moondoggie:  Have all this... junk...  analyzed as soon as possible.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::stifles an exasperated sigh at the XO and merely nods:: XO: Aye ma'am. ::gestures to the TO:: TO: Come on....let's go to tne communications room

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::scratches his head, gulping as he feels empathy for Mia suffering the XO's wrath::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> CO: Aye sir.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::nods to the OPS gesturing the direction to the array:: OPS: Sure thing. It's this way, and not far.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@XO: Commander shall I have the Dublin beam up the medical equipment and run it through the decontamination process?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ FCO:  Commander, could you don gloves and take small specimens of three of these corpses for DNA samples.  And definitely get another vid recording of these bodies.  Unless this is too disturbing for your taste?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@XO: I already have the recordings ma'am, and I don't mind taking the samples.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@FCO:  After getting those samples, yes, notify Doctor Taurek and have everything beamed up and decontaminated.  These samples are to be put behind a medical field for now.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::moves off to the side and calls the Dublin:: XO: Understood ma'am.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::walks back to the communications room wondering what is wrong with Tessa.  It's not like Mia ignored her...a freezer was an insulted room.  And why call her back from heading to the communications room to tell her to go to the communications room.  Mia shook her head as she walked after the TO::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*Dublin*: Dublin, this is Commander Adams-MacLeod. I need a sample kit and protective gear beamed to this location immediately.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::smiles at Cassie::  FCO:  Good...it's an unpleasant sight for sure.  ::can't help but continue looking closely at the frozen bodies, noting the details of disfiguration from one to the other::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::covers Mia and leads her to the array, pointing at the info he found on the nearby console:: OPS: Here it be, ma'am. Something interesting about Airilians or some such. Lot's o' strange control hereabouts too. Maybe you'll have luck with it. ::grins hoping to brighten Mia's mood a little::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::all irritation and even thoughts of the others disappeared as she looked at the communications array:: Outloud: Oooooo..... ::hurries over and starts to look it over::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE SAMPLE KIT IS BEAMED TO THE AWAY TEAM

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*OPS*:  Mia, report as soon as you've found anything interesting.  The Captain will be asking and I'm sure you'll find something with your expertise.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::raises an eyebrow at Mia's reaction to the array, and shakes his head while holding his grin, looking back the other way and standing guard over her::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::pulls out the gloves and slips them on then proceeds to take samples from several bodies, securing them in separate samples cases::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Kindleeners...  what the heck is going on?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ FCO: Cassie, will you be alright with these security men if I go back to studying the medical data?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::wonders why the XO would even think she wouldn't report anything.  Absentmindedly hits her commbadge and answers with only half a thought as she is busy ogling the new equipment:: *XO*: Sure...aye.. ma'am... ::runs her hand over the equipment and grins::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::turns and looks at Tessa:: XO: Sure Tessa, I think we can manage.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  I wonder if the Nacandarians just took over the facility from the Kindleeners...  or even worse, the Kindleeners have created the Nacandarian species through genetic combination?  ::walks to the upper deck and stands beside the CEO's console::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::Nods at Cassie and turns, very eager to get back at the descriptions and data.  Finds her way back to a computer console and starts skimming again::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@:;removes part of an internal organ and puts it into a case:: Sec: Here put this with the rest of stuff to beam up to the ship.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::steps over to the doorway leading in the comm room, looking down the corridor, and tries to resist the urge to start conversation, but allows a brief glance back at Mia, amazed at her efficient working manner::

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Apparently a new species of enemy was designed here.  But whether it was the Kindleeners or the Nacandarians, I could not venture a guess sir.  Either way it cannot bode well for us

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::studies the small device from all angles and then carefully opens the small cover and checks the programming:: *CO*: Sir...the XO said you wanted a report right away on the comm device?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::sighs and rubs her temple absentmindedly, feeling a little strained with this new command position and would rather be able to concentrate on the medical data completely::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  You are right.  ::looks at the view screen and hears a comm::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::frowns and mumbles:: Self:  Comm device?  *OPS*:  Go ahead.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::gathers more samples and logs them as the sample cases fill up::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::frowns and freezes the slowly scrolling data and rereads it, then shakes her head::  Self:  Why...?

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
:: checking a readout on his console :: CO: It would appear that our options are lessening.  Now both races may have to be eradicated for the safety of the Federation  :: grins at the thought ::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ *CO*:  Captain, I've found something else here...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::wiggles around under the computer the device was hooked to and studies the device even closer:: *CO*:  It looks as if it takes a recording for some length of time and then relays it to another location.  ::reads the coordinates:: Looks to be the same coordinates as the Nacandarian's home world

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Stand by, Commander.  ::listens to the OPS's report::

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::feels another random itch on his bald noggin and scratches his head some more, more nervous than anything, but not knowing why::


CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*OPS*:  What is being recorded?  Data from the genetic experiments?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::makes sure that all the specimens are placed with the equipment::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::grins as she looks it over:: *CO*: This is a sweet little piece of equipment.  I'm disabling it now and hopefully we can find out what it was relaying.  There is one thing though...it's not Nacandarian design.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*OPS*:  Great...  find out what kind of information this device is relaying, and do it fast.  Let me know as soon as you have it.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Everyone reports to someone Captain.  If the direction of the transmission can be found, you will know who was running this facility.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Very well, Commander... go ahead.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ *CO*:  I'm looking over some more of that data and it seems that there's a DNA sequence flagged here...it looks like the species was programmed to eventually die off.  I'm wondering then...if they must have a specific purpose to accomplish.  And I wonder if they know they are a doomed race...or even a created one?

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::overhears Mia, but concentrates down the adjoining corridor, imagining a target at the other end and pictures himself taking aim and shooting back, thinking that he needs more practice time in the holodeck right about now::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::looks at the CEO with the corner of his eye::  CEO:  Well, according to Mia, the device is transmitting the information to the Nacandarian world...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  A species genetically designed to accomplish some task and then perish?  Either way they are dangerous.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*Dublin*: Dublin, it's me again. I have some equipment to be beamed up and decontaminated, and notify Doctor Taurek that I have some genetic samples that need to be contained in a medical security field.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::carefully starts to disable the device before removing it.  Wishes it wasn't in such an awkward position to get to.  Reaches up and carefully programs the device to shut down::

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: Then they would appear to be the masters of this horror show.  Now that is where we need to go after destroying this facility.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*: I don't know if they were.  But the genetic experiments...the unethical way they were carried out...was bad enough.  But think if you found out humans were just about to have their DNA call it quits for the entire race...a genetic time bomb about to go off.  Wouldn't you try to find a way to stop that from happening?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::watches the small device power down and turns to disconnecting it from the computer::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Now it is not possible that we're talking about the Nacandarians.  Otherwise this facility would be centuries old, and yet they keep working on it.  But seems to me, and Mister Kell agrees.  ::nods at Pirak::  that the Nacandarians seem to be leading this.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE EQUIPMENT IS BEAMED UP TO DUBLIN AND PUT IN A QUARANTEEN FIELD; MEDICAL SAMPLES BEAMED TO SICKBAY AND PLACE UNDER MEDICAL QUARANTEEN.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  But if that's the case.....  what species are we talking about?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@:;sees the beam out and smiles::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*CO*:  That was what I was assuming also.  But perhaps they were here to find out more about themselves?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*CO*:  We're speaking of the Nacandarians, sir.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::watches Mia work, waiting to get off this rock as soon as possible::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::walks back to where the XO is standing:: XO: Mission accomplished Commander. What's next?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*CO*:  Maybe they are desperate to stop their own extinction?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::ponders for a while::  *XO*:  Maybe so...  if the Nacandarian people was genetically designed with some purpose, and after accomplishing it, they have to face their fate, I take they would try to find a way to get rid of it.... somehow.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::turns around in the chair:: FCO:  Do you know if there are any other rooms we haven't investigated?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::gives out a yelp of triumph as the device pops off into her hand and scrambles out form under the computer covered in dust and dirt:: TO: Isn't this great?  Look at it...it's a really great design.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
:: stands listening to the CO and thinking the best way to destroy the facility ::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
*CO*:  I'm trying to discover if the time bomb is time activated or activated by some other environmental trigger.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@XO: I believe that we've found all of them Tessa.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  If you feel you can continue your research here, take the Away Team and return to the Dublin.  I want to leave this area right away.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::notes the device Mia is holding, but is more interested with Mia herself:: OPS: Aye, but I never was a computer aficionado myself.... ::shrugs:: looks rather old to me.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ FCO:  Well, not this isn't more than enough information to keep us busy for years to come.  All this data is being downloaded to the Dublin.  Perhaps we should see what Mia has found then.  ::gets up::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
::smiles at Cassie as she hears the captain's orders::  *CO*:  Yes sir, the data is being uploaded to the Dublin.  We've searched and taken scans and samples of all the rooms.  I can continue studying from up there.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@TO: Yeah...but look at this...see?  The encryption programming?  And the interface?  For it's time it's very advanced. ::takes the TO's arm and tugs on it holding up the device:: See? ::grins at him::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::leans over the CEO's console::  CEO:  We are not destroying this facility, yet.  If for any reason we can help the Nacandarians to get rid of this fate, if that really exists, we will...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Very well, return at once.

CEO_Ens_Kell says:
CO: That is assuming they want to be rid of their fate Captain. :: smirks ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Aye, Mr. Kell... assuming they want it.

TO_Ens_Rieper says:
@::looks at the device halfheartedly, feeling bad that he can't share Mia’s enthusiasm, then his eyes flare slightly, thinking he's hearing footsteps approaching his position and checks the hallway nearby, rifle-first::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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